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Let A be a normed linear space, and {M,},” a sequence of increasing finite 
dimensional subspaces, i.e., M,, C ,2/1, ,.1 , for all II. For any element ~‘EA, we 
obviously have 
where c/(f, MJ is the distance, in the metric induced by the norm, from M,. tof. 
In a recent paper [2], we discussed the space .H ~ C[n, h] with the uniform 
norm and with M, -I [u,, ,..., l(,,-r], the linear subspace spanned by {u~]T;-‘, 
where {Us);” is an infinite Tchebychetf system. We established there that the 
functions for which inequality (I), for a given II, is stt-ict for all subintervals of 
[a, h] are precisely those that are convex with respect to (u,, , 1,x ,..., u,-~), The 
proof depended crucially on the alternance properties of the best approxirnants 
in the uniform norm. Somewhat surprisingly, analogous results arc valid when 
the norm under consideration is the L”-norm. In fact, as we show in this paper, 
generalized convex functions play the same role in the L”-norm, for all con- 
tinuous weights. Weaker results for the I>^ case were obtained in 161. 
1. INTROIN~TION 
Let [u, 61 be a fixed interval on the real line, IZ a positive integer. Denote 
by v,[a, 61 the set of increasing vectors (t,, ,..., t,) E [a, 6]“-~l. i.e., with 
a -< t,, < t, < ... < t, :.:. h, and by Vrr*[u, 01 the set of nondecreasing 
vectors E [a, b]‘l+l, i.e.. with: 
a : I,, “’ t,.,, _ I:,) 1 =. ... t,l,‘,.L,, 
_ : f,(, il. 2 “’ -= t,,, ,,I; 1 ,, I?, (1.1) 
where the multiplicities 1 -t z’, satisfy &, (I -’ vi) -:- /i -r I. F’or such 
T E &*[a, b] we denote v(T) = max vi . 
We define similarly V,(a, 6) and V,*(a, 0) (with a < t,, , t, < 6). Let 
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f;, ,...., fil be real-valued functions on [a. b], T (f,, ,..., f,,) t liiL[a, 61. Denote 
by 
0’ 
t 
.A, .“‘? r;, 
t,, . . . . . t,, i 
the determinant 1 ,fi( t,;)i I’, j=0 . ?/ z~ (u,, ,..., u,,; C C[a, b] is called a Tc/wbyc/~e~ 
system over [a, 61 if 
[I 
t 
4) , . 1 11 ,I
I,, ,.... t, ! 
,. 0 for all (I” . ...) f,,) r lf,[a, b]. 
Properties of such systems can be found in the comprehensive monograph [4]. 
We shall develop some of the properties which are useful for our purposes. 
If ,fO ,..., f,, E C(“J[a, b] and T ~~~ (to . . . . . t,,) E V,,*[a, h] is with v(T) :-. v. 
we denote: 
“* .iov..>J;& 
i 
~ 
t, i...) t, 1 ~= 
If 
u* 
i 
Llg ).... Ll, 
1 
:L. 0 for all 
t t 
7‘ m= (to ,.... t,,) c l’ni;[~, h], 
0 ,...> II 
then Ok is called an extended Tci~ebychefi system over [a, 61. An extended 
Tchebycheff system v!! -: (II,, ,..., z/,,j is called complete if {lro .. . . . II,\ is an 
extended Tchebycheff system over [a, b] for each ,j mu: 0, l..... II. 
It is shown in [4, p. 3791 that every extended complete Tchebycheft‘ system 
(ECT-system, for short) over [a. b] satisfying the initial conditions: u):‘(a) = 0 
(,j ~~ 0, I,.,., k -~ 1; k mz 1, 2, . . . . n) is of the form: 
L/“(f) 7:~ we(t) 
u,(t) -7 w,,(t) I.f w,([,) tq, 
. ,L 
(1.2) 
,.(a I 
11,,(f) = 11.()(t) if w&,) j;;' w&J (_;I "' ) Jl~,?(S,) &, ..' (%I 
" I, "11 .,I 
where 11’~ E C(fL-i)[u, b] and 11‘~ :.a 0 on [a, 61. With no loss of generality we 
may assume henceforth that kt’O = I. 
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Note that the classical XT-system on [O, 61: I, t, t2/2,..., t”/n! corresponds 
to w,)(t) = ... = w*(t) = I. 
Given a fixed ECT-system % with the representation (f.2), we define the 
differential operators: 
Dj.f(j) = g ($) (,j =: 0 ,...) I?), 
Lf = .fi L,f :== D,Dj l ... u,,j; ,; := 0, I,..., Ii 
and their adjoints Dj*f = (l/wjct))(df(t)ilcl), Ljyf = Do* ‘.. .Dj:h .j = 
0, I ,..., II. Much of the theory of power series expansion can be easily gener- 
alized to ECT-systems of this form, e.g.: 
PROPOSITION 1.1. (generalized Rolfe’s theorem): rff e C[u, b] n P’fa, b) 
and f(a) -= f (b) = 0 then, for every j == 0, I ,..., II - 1, there is some 
c, ks (a, b) with Djf(cj) = 0. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. (generalized Taylor’s theorem): if JE Pl)[a, 61 then 
there is some c E (a, b) witfi 
f(b) = y hLc!;3 L,@) f L;zd&9 I@)* 
, =-0 I 
(This is proved by applying the generalized RolIe theorem successively to 
fffis a “~-polynomiai”,~ = C:“=;: a,llj , then this is its Taylor’s expansion, 
i.e., Uj = (Lj_,f(a))i(l~,j(a)). 
For ,fO ,..,, JL c P’)[n, 01, T = (to ,..., t,,) E V,*[a, b] with v(T) ‘: V, define: 
f;?(h) .*. L,,.-*.fn(r,,) .f&i-J .'. L,: *.l,(~J 
un* ( Al ,...,.f, _~ . t, ,...' t,, i ~~ 
f-At,,! *.. L, -lJn(fd 
It is immediate to verify that 
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For T =- (t,, ,..., tn) E VrL*[a, b] we writef(lJ L 0 (i 0 . . . . n) iffiJ)(t,.) ~~~ 0, 
I’ : o,..., k: .j O,.. ., I’). 1. 
If we denote the linear span of )// by A(u,, ,..., I(,,), then for every function 
j’e C”‘)[a, b] and every 7’ (f,, ,..., 1,)) c C’,Lx[a, h] with v(T) : _ V. there is a 
unique “polynomial” 7P := L,,(,j; T) E A(zr,, ,..., II,,) interpolating ,f’ at 7: i.e.. 
satisfying (P ~~ f)(tJ 0 (i = O,..., 77)-this is P(t) ~ C:” 0 u,u,(t) where 
We need the following two simple observations concerning these generalized 
interpolating polynomials: 
PROPOSITION 1.3. lf:f’E W(a, h) has ut t a zero oj gc~7erulized order 1-1, i.e., 
ifL,f(t) = Ojtirj = -I...., v ~ 2 but L,-,f(t) :,,‘- 0, thenpassitzg through t, 
f changes sign if v is odd and prc~serws sip iJ‘ 1’ i.r ewtl. 
(Immediate from the generalized Taylor theorem.) 
PROPOSIT1oN I .4. If’f~ C(“‘(a, b). T, :- (t,,‘...., I,,‘) E V,,?(u. b) (,j = 0, 1. 2 ,...) 
u,ith v(T)) _ v ~1x1 such tl7ai T, -+ T, . fl7e11 I,,(.f. T,) --) I,,( j’l T,,). 
Proojl It suffices to prove the case when the 7; differ only in 
one coordinate. and we can assume this coordinate to be the first one: 
t,,’ + t,,O, t, ’ t,” (i I . . . . . II). If t,,” < 1,“. we may assume also t,,’ <: t,” 
so that 
by the continuity of the I(,: and f; and similarly 
L’” 
i 
74, ,. . . II,, (and this is nonzero since +I 
f,,‘. t,” ,..., t,,” 1 ’ “* !$::::: tLIJ:i is an ECT-system). 
If t,” _. f,() ... f,,” <:: tj,‘; 1 . we may assume that t,,” ; t,, . . . tii m1 for all 
j I. so that: 
I 
I/,,(/,,‘) Lf,,(1,“) .‘. I-,, $,(I,“) 
(,i * 
C, 
__ 
! 
li,, . . . . . uj- , ,.j; Ll,,, * . . . . 
t,,‘. t,” . . . . . 
.I( to’) 
L4,,(to’) 
L’o(4,‘) 
&St”‘> 
.f( f,“) 
~irL(f,“) 
%(f,“) 
hL(f,O) 
. 
. . 
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Applying the generalized Taylor theorem and the elementary operations on 
determinants, the elements z~,(@),..., z~~~(foj),f(foj) in the first rows can be 
replaced, respectively, by 
where 
and by the continuity assumptions the quotient of tfre determinants tends to 
Q.E.D. 
A full~tion~de~ned on (a, j>) is called cor7ue,~ with re~~eef to (u, ,..., tt,-J if 
for all (tu ,..,, fJ E V&a. b). We denote the convex cone of functions convex 
with respect o (ttO ,..., II, .I) by C(U,, .. . . . u,~-~). 
~otut~ofl. We denote by /S,+., the /7-dimensional linear space spanned by 
(140 ,I..’ TV,&. We further denote by ~Z-&:X, /3] .ft: fr,:_,([a, bl; f) I= 7z-l(.f)] 
the best approximant, in the L”-norm with weight w(x). where IV(X) I- 0 is a 
positive continuous function on [a, b], on 1~2, /!I], from /I,-, to .f: i’t is weli 
known that there exists a unique best approximant. We let 
be the distance, in the L%torm, from A,-, to jY Let JPn[~, /3]);P (with 
P&r, A] = P,) be the ortl~onormal system constructed from the I/~‘S by the 
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Gram-Schmidt process, normalized so that P,(b) ;:, 0. We define a,“( [a, p]; f ) 
[an2([a, O];f) == anz(f)] by 
a,,“([~, /3];j, ~-~ (“‘f(t) P,,[i\. /3](l) w(t) clt (1.3) 
” ‘, 
i.e., an2 is the flth Fourier-Stieltjes coeflicient. 
2. DIRECT THEOREMS 
We consider a fixed interval [a, 01, and establish properties of the best 
approximants in LZ(!4; [a, 61) from Ll,-, to functions of C(u, ,..., Un-J, 
where w(x) 3:. 0 is a positive continuous weight function. It is well known that 
the best approximant, in the L2-norm: from fl, to,f, is given by 
T,,“(f) = i a,“P,(s), 
i. -0 
(2.1) 
where ah2 is the Fourier-Stieltjes coefficient of,f‘with respect to P,; 
We now recall [7] that P,(x) induces a measure of the cone dual to 
C(zr, )..., u,-~), implying the following. 
THEOREM 2.1. [7] Letf‘he a,fimtion of C(u, ,..., II,, .I). Then 
u,,2 ‘, 0. 
Ij‘,fE C(u,, ,.... ll,,pl),,An-l t/w7 
a,,‘) >, 0. 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
The second part of the theorem does not appear explicitly in [i], but is 
easily deducible. Noting that 
we obtain Theorem 2.2. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let.f he u,fimctioti qf C(rr, . . . . . ~i,,+,)\f,~- , Then 
Another property which holds for generalized convex functions is expressed 
by Theorem 2.3. 
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THEOREM 2.3. Letj’be afunction of C(u, ,..., u,~~)\A,~-~ . Thenf-- T:-,(f) 
has exactly n sign changes, ard the last sigt7 is (+). 
Proof. Since f - T,:_,(f) belongs to C(U, ,..., u,(-~), it can obviously have 
no more than 12 sign changes. Indeed, otherwise an appropriate choice of 
points {tf}r would render the determinant 
negative. 
On the other hand, in view of (2.1) and (1.3), we have 
s ob [,f - Tf-l(f)] P,w dx = 0, i = 0, I....) II - I. 
Hence, 
J 
-b [f -- 7-_,(f)] Ui10 c/x = 0, i = 0, I)...) n - I . (2.7) 
n 
Relation (2.7) implies, as in [4, p. 4101, that f - T:-,(f) possesses at least n 
sign changes. Thus, f - T:_,(f) has exactly II sign changes. Returning now 
to the determinant (2.6), we conclude that the last sign is (-k). Q.E.D. 
For generalized absolutely monotone functions (see [I and 51) we easily 
derive from Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.4. Letf be a generalizedabsolutely I77ol7otorle,fiu7ctiorz on (a, b), 
which does not coil7cide with a u-polynomial. Then 
1. ak2>0, ,jor all lc, 
7 bym:;-> -. is a strictly decreasii7g secpw7cc. 
3. CONVERSE THEOREMS 
There exists no direct converse to the theorems of this section. This will be 
established (as in [2]) by general category arguments. 
LEhlhlA 3.1. Let r -: s be anJ1 real t7utnbers, ad I7 at7y positice integer. Let 
.Sj,‘(r, s) = {,fi E,“,_,([r, .s]; f) = E,‘([r, s]; f)). 
T/Jell 
d!??,?(r, s) is closed al7rl has 110 il7terior. 
Proof: LetSo be an arbitrary function of dn2(r, s), and let E be given 
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Since Ei-,( [v. s]:,f,J ~2 E,,Z( [v, s];fo) and the best L”-approximant is unique, 
we conclude that 
(I T,,‘( [r, .)‘I: .j;,, E il,, , 
Consider now the function 
Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let A be the set qf’finzctiows mch that E,‘([r, s];f) is a 
strictly decreasing sequence,for ull n and all r. s rational in [a, h]. Then AC is 
of the first categorJ9. 
Proqf: We need only observe that 
and use the lemma. 
A well known result (see [3], p. 260) implies that D = (,f’;,f’~ C[a, b], the 
right-hand derivative is finite for some x c [O. I]:, is of the first category in 
C[O, I]. Since we know (see [4], p. 385) that each ,{:I C(U,, ,..., II, 1), n 2 
possesses a right hand derivative, it follows that C(U,, ,.... I/,,+~). n . I 2 is of 
the first category, hence much smaller than A. 
We shall now prove that in spite of the foregoing analysis, properties of the 
type considered in Section 2 can be used to provide a characterization of 
generalized convexity cones. We note that if II has n continuous derivatives, 
the theorems are quite easy. However, the standard limit processes are of 
no avail, necessitating the following delicate argument, which involves 
coalescing points. We remark that the approach here is quite different from 
the one encountered in the uniform norm case [2], where the preservation of 
the separation of extremal points in the limiting process was decisive. 
Let {P” ,..., P.,,!--~) be the ECT-system on [a, b] generated by {MS,, . . .. . 
M’,(-~1 ,...) 1, Ml,,& I .-.., wl). (See [4] p. 528). 
LEMMA 3.3. Let g be a ,fLmction w?th n continuous derivatives such that 
g $ C(U,, . . . . . rLii 1). Then there e.uist a v-polynomial Q E A(c, . . . . . LZ~,~+~) and 
a set of points T t V&,(a, b) qf the form 
t,, -== t, _... =t I, I < t,, ~. t,,., = “’ ~1 tzn 1 . (3.1) 
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SlIClI that 
(g - Q><ti> z 0, i = 0, I ,..., 217 - 1 , 
(3.2) 
(-l)‘“(g ~~ Q)(t) -; 0, t,+, -c t .-: t,, . 
Proof. Since g $ C(c, ,..., ZI~~-~), there exist (to ,..., t,,,_,) t V27L+-1(t7, b) and 
,r E (fnpl , tn) such that 
u 
! 
I’” )...) L’ZTL-1 > g
i 
<’ \ 0. 
I, ,..., t,-, , 7, t, ,... 3 t2n-1 
(3.3) 
Let Q = T(g, 7) E A(c,, ,..., u~,-~). Since (s - Q)(tJ -’ 0, i = 0, I ,..,,, 2n - 1 
and 
u 
t 
1'0 )...) *'2,-l > Q 
! = t, ,..'> f, , 7, f, : . . . . L-1 
0, 
we deduce that (- l)“( g ~ Q)(T) < 0. 
Replace t,-, and t, , if necessary, by the nearest zeros (from the left and 
from the right, respectively) to 7, so that (-l)?l( g - Q)(t) < 0 in (fnPl , t,). 
If the order, V, of the zero of g - Q at t, is at least II, we replace 
t ,I, I ,..., tznpl by t, and obtain 
(g - Q)(tJ 5 0 (i = 0, I )...) 2n - I), (3.4) 
(,P - Q)(t) c 0 (ti,-l < t c’ t,). 
If v < 11 we replace tnil ,..., tn.+” by t,, . In this case t, is an isolated zero 
of y - Q (immediate from Rolle’s theorem) and we take as tn+v+l the next 
zero of g - Q, again with its multiplicity, etc. We get thus what we call an 
‘-admissible” vector F == (i,, , jnL, ,..., t^Zn..l) E VzP1(7, b), i.e.. such that 
? p= (t ,,,..., tnpl, t^,, in+l ,..., &,_,) and Q I,,&, T) satisfy (-- I)‘“(g - Q) < 0 
on (I, .1 , f,) and such that all zeros of (R ~~ Q) in (7, i,,_I) are lproperly 
counted (with their multiplicities). 
We order the set of admissible vectors by: FI : Z T-z if TI precedes pZ in the 
lexicographic order and ii11-1 ;< iJ,,+1 If t^,, = t^n,m1 == ... : inn 1 , then rr? is 
obviously maximal with respect to this order. The fact that the converse also 
holds will follow immediately from the following observation: suppose 
ri’ _~~ (fn ,..., &n-1) is an admissible vector with i,~+j < t^, Li,l for some 
0 --: ,j :-: n - 2, then there is an admissible p1 = (fnl,..., ii,,-,) with i,r 7 ii 
for i .-II n +,j, Pi1 :< ti for i >, II -I-,j, and ini i < t^:l+j < t,+), 1 . fn fact, 
take any v E (inhj , in,~?-, ) and let Q’ interpolate fat 
Tm z (to >,..t TL--l > in )...> t^w-j-l 2 7, fu+,+l >...> izn-l), 
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Since sgn(g - Q)(y) ~~~ (. I )‘I /, sgn I,,( :: ~- Q, T,) is ( I )” on (I,, , . f^,,), 
so that for 
t E (t,ml, i,,): (--I)“(g ~- Q’)(t) = (--I)“(g ~~ Q)(t) ~~ (- lyi Z,(g -~ Q, I;,) 
i ( I)“( g Q)(t) < 0. 
Let f?:,..., if,,-, be the proper counting of the zeros ofg ~~ Q1 after t,, 1 
We want to show now the existence of a maximal admissible p: Let 
A c-7 (pl; 01 E Al be the set of all admissible FL, : (t,‘,..., ti+,) satisfying 
: 7,x ,r p -~= (t,, ,..,. t,,..,) (our first admissible vector). Let t,” : supara t,,‘. If 
t 0 := f x 
c 
for some M t A then by the above observation we must have 
& . . 7 t;,,- 1 (otherwise, by repeated application of the procedure, 
if necessary, we get an admissible pjj (p G A) with t,lC ‘..I t,,“. If t,” , ’ t,,” for 
all (Y E A, take a sequence pm,,, with t;m increasing to t,LU. By passing to sub- 
sequences, if necessary. we may assume also that the limits riO : lim,,,,, t;m 
exist for ,j 11 .~- I ,..., Z/T ~- 1, i.e., ‘TX,,” t T,, y= (t,” . . . . . r.j’,, J. By Propo- 
sition 1.4 I,( s. TY,,,) + I,,( s, T,,). By the observation above i I!.(,r, 7J is 
increasing on (t, 1. r?) for 171 k, so that [,;I f,;’ for some IY E A. A 
similar treatment of the left end-points completes the proof of the lemma. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let f E C[a, 01 be such that I’$ C(u,, ,..., ~1,~ 1). The/l there 
exists a subinterval [m, /3] C [a, b] .wch that 
j)(i) P,[‘Y. /q(f) rlf 0 (3.5) 
where l’,[~i, /3] is fire ti-th orthotiorttlal u-polynomial 011 [IX, p] with respect fo 
the weight $rnction 1, atzl with positirv hi(qhest coeficietlt which we denote 1~~ 
b n . 
Proqf. Let (I’,, ,..., c,,_,) be the ECT-system generated by ( I, M’,,+, ,.... ~1’~ . 
1, II’ 1 ,.... Ii’,-If. I i.e.. corresponding to the differential operator D,, ~, 1.1 
D,D,D,* ... Dzmm, Let g be any solution of D,* ... Dc-:_,q f: Since 
f & C(U,, .._.. z/,, 1) it follows that !: $ C(Y,, ,_... IX,,, J. By Lemka 3.3 there 
exists a set TE Vz, .,(a, b) with t,, 1, ... t,, , I, f,, mu= t,, ,I .” 
Iznpl = /3 such that Q =-- I,.( ,q, T) satisfies 
(-l)“(y ~~ Q)(I) .’ 0. for t (I ({r. 8). (3.6) 
Let R =- D,,* ... D* ,I+IQ. Since L,, mIR 0, it follows that R is ;I function of 
A,_, . Since P,‘[N, /3] is orthogonal to il,, , _ we have 
:: D,“: _.. D” ,,. IQIj,L[.Y, p]t/t 1’ RP,[ 1, /q c/t 0. .I . 1 
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Hence, integrating repeatedly by parts, we have 
The integrated terms vanish by (3.2). Relation (3.6) therefore implies that 
(3.5) holds. 
. ,fl f(i) P,l[a, /!I] w(t) r/t < 0. i 
Proof. We introduce the new variable ~3 defined by 
and note that y is a strictly increasing, ContjlluousJy differentiable function 
of t, so that its inverse exists and possesses similar properties. 
Let now f[f(y)] == h(y), u,[r(+v)] -=:: Zig Pn[a, @J(t) : RJn, /3J(y). Jt is 
easy to see that 11 # C(z, ,..., z,.-~), and that &[E, /3](,r~) is equal to the 12th 
orthonormal z-polynomial (with respect to the weight function 1) on the 
interval [~(a), .Y(&]. 
Since h 6 C(z, ,,.., z,_r) there exists, by Lemma 3.4 an interval [A, B] in 
[y(a), I] such that, 
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Making the inverse change of variables, we obtain 
Proof. Clearly,J’cannot coincide with an element 0fi1,~._, on any interval, 
since this would imply Q,~%([,Y, P];f) 0 for the interval under consideration. 
Furthermore, if ,f$ C(u, ,..., L/,+~), then by Lemma 3.5 there must exist an 
interval for which a,,([!~: /3];,f) i; 0, again violating the hypothesis in our 
Theorem. Q.E. D. 
THEOREM 3.7. Letj’E C[a, h]. I/’ 
Jt$-,( [,Y, !3]:f) ,.’ I$“([4 p]; .f). (3.7) 
.ftir ail [Y, /3] C [(I, h], fhetz either ,/ or -bf’belong fo C(u,, ,..., ~l,_~)\fl~~-, ,fiw all 
1% PI. 
Proof: Since (3.7) is equivalent to ff,,‘)([z, p];.f) -i 0, ,f’ cannot belong 
to fl,l-l Since a,,%([‘~, P]:,f) ‘. 15 a continuous function of (1 and p and does not 
vanish, it must be of constant sign. The theorem follows now by an appeal 
to Theorem 3.6. 
THEOREM 3.X. Ler J’t C[u, b]. Jf;,fbr all [lu, /3] C [a, b],f ~ 7Tp,([~, /3]; f ) 
has esarr!,~ tt sigtt chmges utt [.x, p] such t/m the last sign is (T), theta 
f’E C(rt,, ._.., II,, ,):A,,+, ftir all [&Y- /3]. 
Proof. Clearlyf’cannot coincide with a function of fl, -L on any intcrvai. 
Assume now that ,f’$ C( u(, . . . . . II n ,). Then there exists, by Lemma 3.5, an 
interval [ t0 , /Y”] such that 
In view of the orthogonality conditions, we thus have 
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However, the pattern of sign changes taken together with the “moment 
conditions” (2.7) imply that f’ - Tim ,([a, /3];f) belongs to the dual cone 
C*(u, ,..., u,-~) (see [4], p. 409) on [a0 , PO]. Since P,[n,, , ,&,I evidently belongs 
to C(I/,, ,...) u~~-~), (3.8) is impossible. 
CONCLUSION 
Letfbelong to C[a, b]. Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(a) Eip,([a, P];f) 1 E,‘([cx, P];f). for all [T, /3], a --; ‘1 < /3 . . 6. 
(b) Eitherfor --fbelongs to C(U,, ,..., z~,~~)\,A~~~~ for all such [,Y. p]. 
(c) Either u~~*([o~, P];f) I> 0 for all such [x, fl], or ~,,“([a, /3]:,f) <: 0 
for all such [ol, /3]. 
(d) ,f’- Tip,([a, ,4];f) has exactly II sign changes on [CX, p] for all such 
[:x, PI. 
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